
Underwater
Odyssey

ACTRESS LOTTE VERBEEK (OUTLANDER, THE BORGIAS) TEAMED UP WITH GISÈLE LUBSEN TO CREATE FLIGHT, A LIMITED-EDITION PRINT

Seven years ago, internationally acclaimed Dutch 
photographer Gisèle A. Lubsen burst onto the Los 
Angeles art scene, and today her clients include A-list 
celebrities, world-renowned actors, star athletes and 

global influencers. 

What sets Lubsen’s mesmerizing work apart is her consummate 
skill as a director. On every shoot, she works closely with a team 
of lighting technicians, stylists and makeup artists. In these 
contemporary Hollywood productions, Lubsen and her team 
capture their subjects in evocative, ethereal poses underwater. 

Many of her clients, too, double as her models. In stunning 
pools in Santa Monica and Beverly Hills, they plunge below the 
surface, where Lubsen transforms fluid gestures and curious 
poses into spellbinding artworks. As one A-lister notes, “It’s like 
flying in water.”
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“Her images are timeless and take viewers immediately to 
a deeper level, bringing out the dreamer in all of us”



Much of Lubsen’s work draws inspiration from 
Greek mythology--and other legends and fairytales, 
too. As a child, Lubsen summered on the islands of 
Greece, trailing behind her mother, an archaeologist, 
during excavations, absorbing lessons on the legendary 
exploits of the residents of Mount Olympus.

In these tales, water serves as a metaphor for femininity, 
a symbol of cleansing and healing, potency, compassion 
and love. And vital for life, water and its undersea gods 
were celebrated in the works of the Greek philosopher 
Plato, and throughout mythology in stories about 
Poseidon and the famous sunken city of Atlantis. 

On signature underwater shoots with Lubsen, clients 
describe how their bodies become weightless, motion 
becomes effortless, fabrics become ethereal and 
time ceases to exist. These elements blend together 
to produce singular works of art and, in select cases, 
transform the lives of Lubsen’s clients.

“Her work is timeless and takes viewers 
immediately to a deeper level. Her images bring 
out the dreamer in all of us,” gushes Broadway 
songwriter and producer Amy Powers. “They are not only 
conversation starters, but mood setters, opening minds 
and spirits. I consider them among my best investments!”

In a special exhibition at the Venice Biennale 2019, 
Lubsen collaborated with Lenticolart, an innovative 
Italian creative agency specializing in 3-D reality designs. 
The duo immersed participants in an interactive 
underwater simulation, and to experience unrivaled 
levels of vibrancy and realism in visual perception.

Lubsen’s list of clients also includes prestigious 
establishments like the Four Seasons in Dubai, which 
regards her work as an anchor point for avant-garde art 
and fine culture. “Gisèle’s pieces make people dream 
and feel excited. Her exquisite prints bring a positive 
and ethereal character to our interiors.” 

As she enters her eighth year in the hustle and 
flow of Los Angeles, Lubsen’s goal as a conceptual 
photographer remains the same: create spellbinding 
and timeless fine art to move and touch people for 
decades to come. 

GAL Photography Underwater
310-383-1434
www.galphoto.net

(continued from p. 67) 

Art works as a shared medium. It 
inspires guests to your home to learn 
more about your judgment and taste-
-and you as a person. A well-chosen art 
piece reveals your creative side, speaks on 
your behalf and helps define you.

“Art enables us to find ourselves and lose 
ourselves at the same time,” writer and 

A LOCAL PUBLISHER COMMISSIONED  THIS PLAYFUL BRANDING PIECE FOR THE COVER OF HIS 
MEMOIRS, AS WELL AS A CONVERSATION PIECE IN HIS AGENCY

ACTRESS CHLOE FARNSWORTH FEATURES IN THIS POP ART PIECE CREATED FOR A LOS ANGELES 
CHARITY AUCTION 
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theologian Thomas Merton once noted. 
“We have all stood in front of that special 
image that sang to our soul.”

The right piece of art makes a personal 
statement, invites conversation and lifts 
an entire room. Every room in your home, 
then, needs a focal point to make the space 
feel complete. It’s that little something 

extra that takes the look of a space from 
serviceable to sublime, worthy of gracing 
the pages of an interior design magazine 
such as Vanity Fair.

With the holidays fast approaching, 
what better gift could you offer the 
friend who “has everything” than a 
unique work of art?
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ACTRESS LOTTE VERBEEK FROM “OUTLANDER” AND “THE BORGIAS” TEAMED UP WITH GISÈLE TO CREATE THIS LIMITED EDITION ART PIECE

7  years ago, internationally acclaimed Dutch conceptual 
photographer Gisèle A. Lubsen burst onto the Los Angeles art 
scene, and today her client list reads like a Hollywood directory 
.. brimming with world-renowned actors, sports legends, global 
celebrities, influencers, and socialites.

When she isn’t hosting art exhibitions around the world (her last was at the 
prestigious 58th Venice Art Biennale this summer), the classically trained 
photographer resides in Santa Monica, creating one-of-a-kind, avant-garde 
art pieces for her exclusive clientele.
          What sets Gisèle’s mesmerizing work apart is her consummate skill as 
a director, working closely with her team of lighting technicians, stylists 
and makeup artists in a Hollywood-esque production to create timeless, 
ethereal art reminiscent of a classical painting .. UNDERWATER.
          Her clients take the plunge in stunning pools around Santa Monica 
and Beverly Hills to create one-of-a-kind spellbinding art pieces, and 
admit to trying new poses and instantaneous gestures, influenced by the 
extraordinary sense that they are “flying in the water”.
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“Her images are timeless and take viewers 
immediately to a deeper level, bringing 
out the dreamer in all of us”



 (continued from p.67) 
Art is a shared communication that 
inspires anybody entering your home to 
learn more about your exclusive unique 
taste and you as a person. It’s said that 
a well-chosen art piece shows your 
creative side, speaks on your behalf and 
defines you.
          As the famous writer Thomas 
Merton once said, “Art enables us to find 

M
uch of Gisèle’s work 
centers around myths, 
legends and fairytales, 
stemming from her time 
spent summering on 
the islands of Greece 

since childhood, where she was educated 
in Greek mythology while her archeologist 
mother worked on excavations.
          Often referred to as a mythological 
symbol of femininity, water is said to 
symbolize cleansing, healing, potency, 
compassion and love. And vital for 
life, water and its undersea gods were 
celebrated in the works of the Greek 
philosopher Plato, and throughout 
mythology in stories about  Poseidon and 
the famous sunken city of Atlantis.
          During a signature underwater shoot 
with Gisèle, clients have described the 
feeling that motion is effortless, bodies are 
weightless, fabrics become ethereal and 
time “ceases to exist” ..  and these elements 
blend together perfectly to commemorate 
transformational periods in their lives.
          Amy Powers, one of Gisèle’s power-
house clients sums up the experience 
perfectly “Her images are timeless and 
take viewers immediately to a deeper 
level, bringing out the dreamer in all of us. 
They are not only conversation starters, 
but mood setters, opening minds and 
spirits. I consider them among my best 
investments!” 

IN ADDITION TO her private clients, 
prestigious establishments like the Four 
Seasons in Dubai display her work as 
an anchor point for avant-garde art and 
culture, and are quoted as saying  that 
“Gisèle’s pieces make people dream and 
feel excited, and bring a positive and 
ethereal character to our interiors”.
        Her goal is always the same - to create 
spellbinding and timeless fine art that will 
still move and touch people 50 years from 
today.
        Gisèle can be contacted via her website 
www.giselelubsen.com, or via her business 
GAL Photography on 310-383-1434.

A LOCAL PUBLISHER USED THIS PLAYFUL BRANDING PIECE FOR THE COVER OF HIS MEMOIRES, AS WELL AS A 
CONVERSATION PIECE IN HIS OFFICE

ACTRESS CHLOE FARNSWORTH FEATURES IN THIS POP ART PIECE USED FOR A LOS ANGELES CHARITY FUNDRAISER
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ourselves and lose ourselves at the same 
time. We have all stood in front of that 
special image that sang to our soul.”
          With this in mind, a good piece will 
lift an entire room into a conversation 
and personal statement, and every 
room needs a focal point to make the 
space feel complete. It’s that little extra 
touch that can take a space from looking 

functional, to appearing as if it should 
grace the pages of an interior design 
magazine.
          With the holiday period around the 
corner, what better gift for the person 
who “has everything” than a unique and 
personal fine art piece to complete their 
home?
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